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Issue 17 – 4
th

 May 2015 

Next meeting 18
th

 May, 7.00 – 9.00pm  

April 20
th,

 A very big thank you to Ian Younger for a great evening of landscape photography discussion, 

through a slide show of his work and how he got into photography and teaching.  

I believe it was a very informative and interesting evening. 
 

Check out these 2 websites. 

http://www.lakelandphotoscapes.com/  

http://www.digitalphototutor.co.uk/ 
 

 

News 

On the 6
th

 of July we have acquired the services of (thanks to the efforts of Martyn Blair) The Exotic Zoo, 

they are based in Telford and run unique animal and environment educational workshops. 

They have agreed to come along to our cub night and bring along a variety of animals for us to interact with 

and photograph. 

I must stress that we will have to limit the number to 40, guests (1 per member) are permitted at a cost of 

£5.00 each, but they must be registered with the committee and we will do this on a first come basis. If you 

the member cannot make this particular event please let a committee member know as this could free up  

another visitor space. Once we have the full quota for the evening we will only allow others if a member 

drops out, visitors not registered will not be allowed in on the night, the animals welfare must come first. 
 

Flyers and return slips are available please ask if you haven’t got one. 
 

This is a unique opportunity so please communicate with the committee so we get it right on the night. 
 

 

Programme 

A revised copy of the 2015 programme is available tonight, most importantly we have swopped the last 2 

evenings of the year around, we thought it would be better to end the year with the Photograph of the Year. 

Good luck everyone. 

Also check it out on the website. http://www.corleyandfillongleyphotographicclub.co.uk/ 

 

 Important  

Please note that photos for the June projected image competition must be given/sent to Brent on this  

occasion as I will be away that whole week, the closing date for the images to be submitted is 5
th

 June. 

 

http://www.lakelandphotoscapes.com/
http://www.digitalphototutor.co.uk/
http://www.corleyandfillongleyphotographicclub.co.uk/
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A bit of fun 20 Questions,  
Name – Mark Woodward 

1. Where were you born?  Isleworth, Middlesex. 

2. When did you get your first camera? I used my Dad’s old box Brownie but bought a camera with my 

Saturday job savings while doing O Levels. 

3. Can you remember what it was? A Mamiya with a super zoom for candid and sport shots. 

4. Money no object, what camera would you buy? Happy with my Canon 5D Mk II as it is my dream 

camera which I bought with an inheritance sum. I would love some sports-friendly lenses and a 

brilliant indoor lens with low aperture for low light work. My dream camera would also be quieter 

than my 5D as the click is annoying in quiet conditions for others. 

5. Did anyone in particular inspire your interest in photography? Not when I was younger, but in the last 

10 years, Rob Dougall, Ben Duffy and a few of my students have definitely inspired me. 

6. Best photo you have taken? Still trying to! I like some for a few days then get bored of them and 

want to take better ones. I won a £50 voucher with a nice shot of my daughter earlier this year but 

it was not the best photo I have taken. 

7. Favourite photo subjects? People, buildings, water, sport, objects. 

8. Favourite all time TV programme? Have I Got News For You; Later…; Fawlty Towers. 

9. Favourite current TV programme? Question Time. 

10. Favourite type of music? Indie. 

11. Favourite song? Varies… currently ‘Hotel California’ by The Eagles or ‘Rappers’ Delight’ by The 

Sugarhill Gang. 

12. Favourite singer? Liz Fraser of The Cocteau Twins or Karen Carpenter. 

13. Favourite film? Grease! 

14. Favourite actor? Keira Knightley? 

15. Favourite place in the UK? Filey or Devon. 

16. Favourite place anywhere else? Lindos, Rhodes; Oia, Santorini; Sounion, Greece. 

17. Favourite photographic season? Autumn. 

18. Traditional or modern photos? Modern. 

19. Do you have any pets? 1 mildly unsociable tabby cat called Jasmine! 

20. The one thing you would like to photograph anywhere in the world? The Northern Lights or a  

    photoshoot with family and friends on a Caribbean beach! 
 

 

Workshop 

On the 18
th

 May we have a model coming along, her name is Rosie Hirst, and we have acquired the services 

of Rosie who is 18 through Tony Hopkins, (thanks Tony). 

I am sure we are all set for a great evening; don’t forget to bring your tripods and flash guns. 
 

Camera subjects – tips and tricks 17 flash photography tips 

1. Don’t fear your flash 

It is entirely possible to get amazing results from your flash. It can be done with one on-camera speedlight 

bounced properly. It’s actually pretty easy once you get used to it.   

2. Get one 

You really do need a speedlight that attaches to your camera’s hot-shoe for best results. You simply can’t 

get there with just that pop-up flash on your camera. You need something bigger.  

Something that can rotate and swivel.  

3. Bigger is better 

Always get the most powerful speedlight you can afford. The more powerful your speedlight, and the more 

features it has, the more options you have. 

4.  Bounce your flash for better results 

The larger your light-source, the softer the light.  For that reason we bounce flash. We’re creating a larger 

light source. This implies that when we’re working indoors, and we have walls and a ceiling around us, that 

shooting with direct flash straight-on is possibly the worst that we can do. So, bounce your flash! 

http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/which-flashgun/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/bouncing-flash/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/bouncing-flash/
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5. Use that wall as your softbox! 

Don’t be stuck in thinking you can only bounce your flash off the ceiling. Bounce your flash off the wall(s) 

behind you, and beside you. Even try bouncing your flash into the open room behind you. 

6. Try for directional light 

By bouncing off areas to your side; you can get directional light on your subject, instead of flat lighting.   

7. Flag your flash 

When you bounce your flash to the side, make sure that there is no direct flash spilling on your subject, use a 

piece of cheap black foam, held in place with bands to make sure. 

8. Allow TTL flash to make your life easier 

TTL flash technology can allow you to get great results easily, but … 

9. Nudge your TTL exposure with flash exposure compensation 

TTL flash exposure could vary, and it can also give you under or over-exposure. That’s the penalty for  

getting good results easily your exposure may vary, unless you adjust your flash exposure  

compensation. With practice (and a sneak peek at your camera’s preview), you can pre-judge this to a good 

degree. 

10. Understand maximum flash sync speed 

It is imperative that you understand what maximum flash sync speed is and why it is often a sweet spot 

when you use flash. 

11. High-speed flash sync 

High Speed Flash Sync (HSS), also known as Auto FP on the Nikon cameras, allows us to go past the limit 

of maximum flash sync speed. A truly useful feature, but be aware that there is a penalty to be paid for going 

into the higher shutter speeds while using flash. 

12. Aperture controls flash exposure? … well, maybe 

You will often see this short-cut thrown around. It is true to an extent. But you need to be aware that  

aperture affects manual flash exposure, but not TTL flash exposure. Similarly, you need to be aware that 

ISO also affects manual flash exposure. 

13.  Shutter speed controls ambient exposure? .. well, maybe 

This is another short-cut which can be misleading since other photographers may well omit in telling you the 

entire truth that aperture and ISO also affects ambient light. Where that shortcut – shutter speed controls 

ambient light – actually kicks in, is for manual flash, where shutter speed becomes the only independent 

control for ambient exposure. A subtle but important distinction. 

14.  Gel your flash for tungsten! 

If you’re using flash in an environment that is predominantly incandescent lighting / tungsten lighting and 

you want your flash to appear more neutral, and not so blue (or your background so grunge-orange), then gel 

your flash to join the incandescent spectrum . 

15.  Allow available light in 

Sometimes flash is your dominant light source; sometimes flash is your only realistic choice. But it usually 

looks better if you allow available light to give you some context and colour and mood. 

16.  Start with the available light, and then add flash 

At times it might need a slightly different approach between manual flash and TTL flash but invariably, a 

good starting point when figuring out what you need to do with your flash, is to start with your ambient light 

metering and exposure. 

17.  The end will never be in sight 

Learning more about flash photography and lighting is a never-ending journey. There should always be the 

aspiration to become better. That’s the challenge and that’s also the good news. 
 

Astley Castle & Astley Church open days 16
TH

 & 17
TH

 May 

Astley Castle is a ruinous moated fortified 16
th

 Centuary manor house in North Warwickshire. It is a Grade 

11 listed building and a Scheduled Ancient Monument. Owned by Arbury Estate, it was leased out and 

being used as a hotel until severely damaged by fire in 1978 and was officially classed as a building at risk.  

In the early 2000’s, the owners together with English Heritage, and the Landmark Trust planned restorations 

that were finished in 2012.  

http://neilvn.com/tangents/using-on-camera-bounce-flash-outside/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/directional-light-from-your-on-camera-flash/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/the-black-foamie-thing/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/flash-exposure-compensation/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/maximum-flash-sync-speed/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/maximum-flash-sync-speed/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/high-speed-flash-sync/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/when-aperture-does-not-control-flash-exposure/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/when-aperture-does-not-control-flash-exposure/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-dispelling-some-urban-legends/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-and-tungsten-lighting/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/dragging-the-shutter/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/dragging-the-shutter/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/flash-photography-techniques/dragging-the-shutter/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/bounce-flash-wedding-receptions/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/metering-manual-flash-softbox/
http://neilvn.com/tangents/ambient-exposure-with-ttl-flash/
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The accommodation inside the castle is superb, with bedrooms situated downstairs, the huge windows 

upstairs make the most of the panoramic views accross the fields and of the Church.   

The Astley family owned the manor from the 12
th

 Centuary, and when Sir William Astley died in 1420 his 

estate was left to his daughter, who was married to Reginald Grey, 3
rd

 Baron Grey de Ruthyn.   

The Grey family rebuild the manor house in 1555, which most of the remains date from. The rectangular 

building rose to two storeys with attics above hidden by embattled parapets. There have been 3 Queen’s 

living at Astley. Firstly, John Grey married Elizabeth Woodville, who, when he died in battle in 1461, went 

on to become Queen of Edward IV. She bore him the ill-fated Princes, who died in the Tower. Her daughter, 

Elizabeth of York, became Queen in 1486 when she married Henry VII. Frances Brandon, granddaughter of 

Elizabeth of York, married Henry Grey and their daughter was Lady Jane Grey, who was proclaimed Queen 

in 1553.  She was Queen for 9 days, until Mary I’s superior claims to the throne prevailed, and Lady Jane 

Grey and her father were beheaded for treason. Her husband, Lord Grey, rebelled for a second time, and was 

beheaded in 1554, after being captured, found hiding in a hollow oak tree in Astley. As a holiday let, the 

property sleeps 8, but this weekend you can wander around the castle and see for yourself just what a 

fantastic place it is. Opening times are 10 am until 4 p.m. Astley Church, which is next to the castle will be 

open, and that too is well worth a visit. Being close to the castle, it has many features not normally seen in a 

country parish church.  

The Reading Rooms at Astley will be open for teas, coffees and 

refreshments. 

 
Astley Castle and Astley Church, Warwickshire  

 

 

 

 

 

Coming Months  

18.05.15 7.00 Workshop – Your Portrait Night, with Model 9.00 

01.06.15 7.00 Workshop – RAW, jpg comparison. B&W conversion. Panning,  9.00 

15.06.15 7.00 Competition 9.00 

06.07.15 7.00 Workshop – Exotic Zoo 9.00 

20.07.15 7.00 Workshop – Village/City Walk 9.00 
 
 

 

Competition Themes for 2015 

15.06.15 Animals & Birds Club Comp (projected) – submit deadline to Brent 5
th

 June 1 b&w 1col 

03.08.15 Architecture  Club Competition (printed) 1 b&w 1col 

21.09.15 Emotions Club Competition (projected) – submit deadline 11
th

 Sept 1 b&w 1col 

02.11.15 Close Up & Macro Club Competition (printed) 1 b&w 1col 
 

Committee email addresses 

Richard - rh50@talktalk.net Ann - annotoole1@aol.com Dawn - dawn.burgess@fsmail.net 

Tracy - spoonandsprout@ntlworld.com Colin - a.c.staff@ntlworld.com Bec - r3b3kahmay@outlook.com 

Brent - brentthompson@hotmail.co.uk      

www.corleyandfillongleyphotographicclub.co.uk 
 

Affiliated to the Photographic Alliance of Great Britain through the Midland Counties Photographic Federation 
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